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How Great Women Lead A Mother-Daughter Adventure into the Lives of Women Shaping the World Hachette UK In
boardrooms and lecture halls, on the ﬁeld and at home, strong female leaders are making a statement around the
globe. In How Great Women lead Bonnie St. John and her teenage daughter, Darcy Deane, explore the qualities that
motivate some of the world's most powerful women. Through engaging, out-of-the-spotlight interchanges, the authors
discover commonly held values, behaviors, and attitudes, as well as the subtle, special skills inherent in female
leaders. From the ethics of Dr. Condoleeza Rice to the fortitude of Hillary Rodham Clinton to the enthusiasm of Teach
for America founder Wendy Kopp and the discipline of Geena Davis, each woman in this book shares the exciting story
of her rise to the top and the unique qualities it took to get there. Mother Daughter Me A Memoir Random House Trade
Paperbacks The complex, deeply binding relationship between mothers and daughters is brought vividly to life in Katie
Hafner’s remarkable memoir, an exploration of the year she and her mother, Helen, spent working through, and
triumphing over, a lifetime of unresolved emotions. Dreaming of a “year in Provence” with her mother, Katie urges
Helen to move to San Francisco to live with her and Zoë, Katie’s teenage daughter. Katie and Zoë had become a
mother-daughter team, strong enough, Katie thought, to absorb the arrival of a seventy-seven-year-old woman set in
her ways. Filled with fairy-tale hope that she and her mother would become friends, and that Helen would grow close
to her exceptional granddaughter, Katie embarked on an experiment in intergenerational living that she would soon
discover was ﬁlled with land mines: memories of her parents’ painful divorce, of her mother’s drinking, of dislocating
moves back and forth across the country, and of Katie’s own widowhood and bumpy recovery. Helen, for her part, was
also holding diﬃcult issues at bay. How these three women from such diﬀerent generations learn to navigate their
challenging, turbulent, and ultimately healing journey together makes for riveting reading. By turns heartbreaking and
funny—and always insightful—Katie Hafner’s brave and loving book answers questions about the universal truths of
family that are central to the lives of so many. Praise for Mother Daughter Me “The most raw, honest and engaging
memoir I’ve read in a long time.”—KJ Dell’Antonia, The New York Times “A brilliant, funny, poignant, and wrenching
story of three generations under one roof, unlike anything I have ever read.”—Abraham Verghese, author of Cutting
for Stone “Weaving past with present, anecdote with analysis, [Katie] Hafner’s riveting account of multigenerational
living and mother-daughter frictions, of love and forgiveness, is devoid of self-pity and unafraid of self-blame. . . .
[Hafner is] a bright—and appealing—heroine.”—Cathi Hanauer, Elle “[A] frank and searching account . . . Currents of
grief, guilt, longing and forgiveness ﬂow through the compelling narrative.”—Steven Winn, San Francisco Chronicle “A
touching saga that shines . . . We see how years-old unresolved emotions manifest.”—Lindsay Deutsch, USA Today
“[Hafner’s] memoir shines a light on nurturing deﬁcits repeated through generations and will lead many readers to
relive their own struggles with forgiveness.”—Erica Jong, People “An unusually graceful story, one that balances
honesty and tact . . . Hafner narrates the events so adeptly that they feel enlightening.”—Harper’s “Heartbreakingly
honest, yet not without hope and ﬂashes of wry humor.”—Kirkus Reviews “[An] emotionally raw memoir examining the
delicate, inevitable shift from dependence to independence and back again.”—O: The Oprah Magazine (Ten Titles to
Pick Up Now) Mothers, Daughters, and Body Image Learning to Love Ourselves as We Are Post Hill Press When women
are told that what is important about us is how we look, it becomes increasingly diﬃcult for us to feel comfortable with
our appearance and how we feel about our bodies. We are told, over and over—if we just lost weight, ﬁt into those old
jeans, or into a new smaller pair—we will be happier and feel better about ourselves. The truth is, so many women
despise their appearance, weight, and shape, that experts who study women’s body image now consider this feeling to
be normal. But it does not have to be that way. It is possible for us as women to love ourselves, our bodies, as we are.
We need a new story about what it means to be a woman in this world. Based on her original research, Hillary L
McBride shares the true stories of young women, and their mothers, and provides unique insights into how our
relationships with our bodies are shaped by what we see around us and the speciﬁc things we can do to have healthier
relationships with our appearance, and all the other parts of ourselves that make us women. In Mothers, Daughters,
and Body Image McBride tells her own story of recovery from an eating disorder, and how her struggles led her to
dream of a new vision for womanhood—from one without body shame, negative comparisons, or insecurities, to one of
freedom, connection, and acceptance. Because I Love Her Harlequin This profound and poignant collection highlights
some of the best literary writers of our time in an era when the roles of mothers and daughters are constantly being
questioned and redeﬁned. Because I Love Her explores the deepest bonds and truths of motherhood by sharing stories
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and secrets of becoming a mother and grandmother. Ranging from established and bestselling authors to exciting new
voices, these women reveal what their mothers taught them, what they in turn hope to impart to their daughters and,
ﬁnally, what they've learned as a bridge between the two. The Mothers and Daughters of the Bible Speak Lessons on
Faith from Nine Biblical Families HarperCollins God always keeps His promises, but not always in the way we expect….
“Have faith” is a phrase we hear all the time. But what does it actually look like to live it out? In The Mothers and
Daughters of the Bible Speak, Shannon Bream examines the lives of biblical women to see how God’s plans can turn
our worlds upside down. She tells the story of Jochebed, a mother who took enormous risks to protect her son, Moses,
from Pharaoh. Could Jochebed have imagined that God’s actual design for her son involved ﬂight into exile and
danger? And yet this was all part of the master plan to deliver Israel from slavery. Another biblical mother, Rebekah,
made terrible choices in an attempt to ensure her son’s place in history. And a daughter, Michal, struggled to keep her
faithless father, Saul, from sin, while battling pride in herself. Through these stories, Shannon explains the intimate
connection between faith and family—and how God’s unexpected agenda can redeﬁne the way we think about family.
Not all of these mothers and daughters in the Bible were paragons of virtue. Like us, they were human beings who
faltered and struggled to do their best. While some heard God’s voice, others chose their own paths. Through the lens
of their imperfections, we can see how God used their stories to bring about His divine plans. He’s still doing the same
work in our lives today. The Mothers and Daughters of the Bible Speak shows that faith is more often a twisting road
than a straight line. Yet, as the stories of biblical families attest, at the end of these journeys lies greater peace and
joy than we could ever imagine. Supplemental enhancement PDF accompanies the audiobook. Women of Color MotherDaughter Relationships in 20th-Century Literature University of Texas Press Interest in the mother-daughter relationship
has never been greater, yet there are few books speciﬁcally devoted to the relationships between daughters and
mothers of color. To ﬁll that gap, this collection of original essays explores the mother-daughter relationship as it
appears in the works of African, African American, Asian American, Mexican American, Native American, Indian, and
Australian Aboriginal women writers. Prominent among the writers considered here are Toni Morrison, Alice Walker,
Maxine Hong Kingston, Cherrie Moraga, Leslie Marmon Silko, and Amy Tan. Elizabeth Brown-Guillory and the other
essayists examine the myths and reality surrounding the mother-daughter relationship in these writers' works. They
show how women writers of color often portray the mother-daughter dyad as a love/hate relationship, in which the
mother painstakingly tries to convey knowledge of how to survive in a racist, sexist, and classist world while the
daughter rejects her mother's experiences as invalid in changing social times. This book represents a further opening
of the literary canon to twentieth-century women of color. Like the writings it surveys, it celebrates the joys of
breaking silence and moving toward reconciliation and growth. The Mother Daughter Connection Building a Lifelong
Bond with Your Daughter Thomas Nelson The Mother Daughter Connection is a book designed to help mothers form
intimate, working relationships with their daughters by giving mothers an insider's view of their daughters' thoughts
and feelings. The editor of Brio magazine for girls and a veteran youth expert, Susie Shellenberger helps mothers
understand the angst and confusion teen girls feel when coping with such issues as body image, fashion envy, dating,
fear of failure, and sharing one's faith. With creative questions, conversation starters, and diary entries, mothers are
given the tools to not only help their daughters, but also to learn the "stuﬀ they gotta know" to help their daughters
survive the teenage years. The Mother-Daughter Book Club Simon and Schuster Acclaimed author Heather Vogel
Frederick will delight daughters of all ages in a novel about the fabulousness of ﬁction, family, and friendship. The
book club is about to get a makeover.... Even if Megan would rather be at the mall, Cassidy is late for hockey practice,
Emma's already read every book in existence, and Jess is missing her mother too much to care, the new book club is
scheduled to meet every month. But what begins as a mom-imposed ritual of reading Little Women soon helps four
unlikely friends navigate the drama of middle school. From stolen journals, to secret crushes, to a fashion-ﬁasco ﬁrst
dance, the girls are up to their Wellie boots in drama. They can't help but wonder: What would Jo March do? Here for
You Creating a Mother-Daughter Bond That Lasts a Lifetime Bethany House Pub "Encouragement and advice for building
and strengthening a lifelong bond between moms and their teen daughters. Draws from biblical examples and the
authors' own experience in working with teen girls"--Provided by publisher. Of Women and Salt A Novel Flatiron Books
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST NOTABLE BOOK OF 2021 A GOOD MORNING
AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK WINNER of the Isabel Allende Most Inspirational Fiction Award, She Reads Best of 2021
Awards • FINALIST for the 2022 Southern Book Prize • LONGLISTED for Crook’s Corner Book Prize • NOMINEE for 2021
GoodReads Choice Award in Debut Novel and Historical Fiction A sweeping, masterful debut about a daughter's fateful
choice, a mother motivated by her own past, and a family legacy that begins in Cuba before either of them were born
In present-day Miami, Jeanette is battling addiction. Daughter of Carmen, a Cuban immigrant, she is determined to
learn more about her family history from her reticent mother and makes the snap decision to take in the daughter of a
neighbor detained by ICE. Carmen, still wrestling with the trauma of displacement, must process her diﬃcult
relationship with her own mother while trying to raise a wayward Jeanette. Steadfast in her quest for understanding,
Jeanette travels to Cuba to see her grandmother and reckon with secrets from the past destined to erupt. From 19thcentury cigar factories to present-day detention centers, from Cuba to Mexico, Gabriela Garcia's Of Women and Salt is
a kaleidoscopic portrait of betrayals—personal and political, self-inﬂicted and those done by others—that have shaped
the lives of these extraordinary women. A haunting meditation on the choices of mothers, the legacy of the memories
they carry, and the tenacity of women who choose to tell their stories despite those who wish to silence them, this is
more than a diaspora story; it is a story of America’s most tangled, honest, human roots. A Voice Becoming A Yearlong
Mother-Daughter Journey into Passionate, Purposed Living FaithWords In A VOICE BECOMING, Beth Bruno helps mothers
cast a Godly vision for their daughters and chart a course that will prepare their daughters for womanhood. What if
you as a mother concentrated on your daughter for one year? Who might she become? A VOICE BECOMING is for moms
who want to usher their daughters into womanhood but know they need more than tips, techniques, and programs.
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This is for moms who to desire to chart a course for their daughters that helps them know the story of God they are
entering and the global sisterhood of women they are joining. A VOICE BECOMING is written by a fellow sojourner, still
in the middle of the journey, processing her own story as she casts a vision for her daughter to discover hers.
Sometimes road maps are too restrictive and a friend is needed who has made the journey already. Beth Bruno seeks
to activate moms by infusing them with hope and vision. Readers will join Beth in a yearlong journey of teaching their
daughters that women lead, women love, women ﬁght, women sacriﬁce, and women create. Moms learn how to use
ﬁlm and books, tangible experiences, volunteering, interviewing other women, traveling, and more in a creative and
life-altering way to help solidify these important concepts in the mind and life of their young teen. Becoming My
Mother's Daughter A Story of Survival and Renewal Wilfrid Laurier Univ. Press Becoming My Mother’s Daughter: A Story of
Survival and Renewal tells the story of three generations of a Jewish Hungarian family whose fate has been
inextricably bound up with the turbulent history of Europe, from the First World War through the Holocaust and the
communist takeover after World War II, to the family’s dramatic escape and emmigration to Canada. The emotional
centre and narrative voice of the story belong to Eva, an artist, dreamer, and writer trying to work through her
complex and deep relationship with her mother, whose portrait she cannot paint until she completes her journey
through memory. The core of the book is Eva’s riveting recollection of the last months of World War II in Budapest,
seen through a child’s eyes, and is reminiscent in its power of scenes in Joy Kogawa’s Obasan. Exploring the bond
between generations of mothers and daughters, the book illustrates the struggle between the need for independence
and the search for continuity, the signiﬁcant impact of childhood on adult life, the reshaping of personality in
immigration, the importance of dreams in making us face reality, and the redemptive power of memory. Illustrations
by the author throughout the book, some in colour, enhance the story. Her Mother's Daughter A Novel Open Road Media
Famed feminist Marilyn French’s life-aﬃrming saga celebrates the love and sacriﬁces of four generations of PolishAmerican mothers and daughters. With Bella Dabrowski close to death, her daughter Anastasia, who has reinvented
herself as Stacey Stevens, is trying to penetrate the longstanding barriers between them to understand the woman
who gave her life. Through the eyes of Stacey, a divorced, feminist New York photographer, we get to know Bella, a
remarkable woman, wife, and mother. The daughter of Polish immigrants, Bella, who renamed herself Belle, clawed her
way out of poverty and settled into a middle-class existence. Shifting perspectives between the two women, the reader
is drawn into Belle’s life through the lean years of the Depression as well as Stacey’s recollections of her youthful
marriage, a lesbian aﬀair, and her tempestuous relationship with her own daughter, Arden. From the groundbreaking
author of The Women’s Room, Her Mother’s Daughter explores past and present to reveal the complex, indestructible
bonds between daughters and mothers. The Mother-Daughter Puzzle A New Generational Understanding of the MotherDaughter Relationship Rosjke Hasseldine, an international expert on the mother-daughter relationship, provides a
step-by-step guide on how to map your mother-daughter history, claim your voice, and enjoy an emotionally
connected, mutually supportive mother-daughter bond. 8 Great Dates for Moms and Daughters How to Talk About True
Beauty, Cool Fashion, and...Modesty! Harvest House Publishers With all the pressures and inﬂuences of today’s world,
Christian moms worry about their little girls and how they will grow up. Quality time between a mom and a daughter
can be the greatest protection against the world’s pressures to make a girl mature too quickly. Knowing this, Dannah
Gresh, popular speaker and founder of the Secret Keeper Girl conferences, has developed a host of dating ideas to
help moms invest the time needed to deeply connect with their daughters. 8 Great Dates includes fun mother-daughter
get-togethers, perfect one-on-one or for a small group of moms and their energetic 8-12 year-old daughters. Each date
focuses on one topic surrounding beauty and modesty and is full of fun while at the same time imparting a life and
faith-enhancing message. The book provides a mom with everything she needs to plan and carry out the activities and
includes topics such as: The power of true beauty—what makes a girl beautiful? Truth or bare fashions—how to balance
fashion and godly modesty Hair, makeup and clothes—who should be your model? Here’s the secret to bringing up
healthy, grounded, and spiritually rich girls! Somebody's Daughter A Memoir Flatiron Books: An Oprah Book INSTANT NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER NBCC John Leonard Prize Finalist Indie Bestseller “This is a book people will be talking about
forever.” —Glennon Doyle, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Untamed “Ford’s wrenchingly brilliant memoir is
truly a classic in the making. The writing is so richly observed and so suﬀused with love and yearning that I kept
forgetting to breathe while reading it.” —John Green, #1 New York Times bestselling author One of the most prominent
voices of her generation debuts with an extraordinarily powerful memoir: the story of a childhood deﬁned by the
looming absence of her incarcerated father. Through poverty, adolescence, and a fraught relationship with her mother,
Ashley C. Ford wishes she could turn to her father for hope and encouragement. There are just a few problems: he’s in
prison, and she doesn’t know what he did to end up there. She doesn’t know how to deal with the incessant worries
that keep her up at night, or how to handle the changes in her body that draw unwanted attention from men. In her
search for unconditional love, Ashley begins dating a boy her mother hates. When the relationship turns sour, he
assaults her. Still reeling from the rape, which she keeps secret from her family, Ashley desperately searches for
meaning in the chaos. Then, her grandmother reveals the truth about her father’s incarceration . . . and Ashley’s entire
world is turned upside down. Somebody’s Daughter steps into the world of growing up a poor Black girl in Indiana with
a family fragmented by incarceration, exploring how isolating and complex such a childhood can be. As Ashley battles
her body and her environment, she embarks on a powerful journey to ﬁnd the threads between who she is and what
she was born into, and the complicated familial love that often binds them. Daughters Aﬀected by Their Mother Issue A
nonﬁctional account Covenant Books, Inc. This book is a breath of fresh air to those women who suﬀer uncontrollable
(non PMS related) emotional upheavals that appear as grief, anger, depression or even consistent broken
relationships. An orphan phenomenon occurs when a person feels consistently abandoned, and this may even be
experienced as an adult. To any woman suﬀering this aﬄiction, you are not crazy, but it's likely your circumstances
were. This book allows you to be a vicarious witness to dysfunctional circumstances that introduced an orphan spirit
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into the lives of those abandoned. The thief who steals, kills and destroys causes the withholding of the love we all
need to survive. This work is written from the author's personal autobiographic perspective to identify poisonous
dysfunction in mother-daughter relationships. Therapists agree that unidentiﬁed and unresolved emotional issues with
the mother (of a woman or man) may lead to a debilitation that is diﬃcult to overcome. The author takes a thoughtful
look at her own mother-daughter dynamic, with the hope it may help other women. It is likely that many a daughter (or
mother) has gone for professional counseling to ﬁnd relief, and bravo for those who realized victory in therapy.
However the author notes the majority of her epiphanies came from within, and not as a result of counseling.
Something identiﬁed as a help to her perspective were the years she spent working as a psychological evaluation
transcriptionist for ﬁve therapists and a psychiatrist. The author transcribed the therapist's psychological evaluations
of adolescent girls in the court mandated group home. The author came away knowing therapists are usually caring
people, who have their own set of problems, and clay feet. We all are desperately in need the love of Jesus Christ. Our
brokenness cannot be counseled away, and refuses to be hidden. Mother/daughter Dyads Female Identity Construction
in Three Contemporary Female Bildungsromane In many contemporary female coming-of-age novels written by women,
the mother-daughter relationship is depicted as one of the most signiﬁcant factors that inﬂuence female identity. In
these novels, as the adolescent female begins to mature and distance herself from the mother in an attempt for
individuation, the mother-daughter relationship is characterized by conﬂict as the mother impedes the weakening of
the mother-daughter bond. Because women are deﬁned as relational and mothers are often overly attached to their
daughters, the mother perceives her daughter as an extension of herself instead of a separate individual. As a result,
the mother projects her unfulﬁlled aspirations onto her daughter which inhibits the daughter from achieving any real
sense of agency. To a large extent, how a daughter is mothered will determine the woman she becomes. Three
particular female Bildungsromane, April Sinclair's Coﬀee Will Make You Black, Lorrie Moore's Who Will Run the Frog
Hospital?, and Danzy Senna's Caucasia, exemplify the adolescent female's attempt for self-identity despite the
mother's hindrance. This study applies a psychoanalytical approach to explain the complexities of the mother-daughter
dyad. In addition, social forces, such as race and class, which inﬂuence the mother-daughter relationship, are also
considered since mothers and daughters do not live in a social vacuum, but rather, the social context in which the
mother-daughter relationship is formed will to some extent determine the relationship. The Mother Daughter Legacy
How a Mother's Love Shapes a Daughter's Life Gospel Light Publications Mothers wil discover the legacy they can oﬀer
their daughters on a daily basis. Carole Lewis and her granddaughter, Cara Symank pay tribute to their own mothers
who provided them a rich heritage both by word and example. Spanning the lives of four generations for women. The
Mother-Daughter Legacy reveals how mothers can have a lasting impact on all areas of her daughter's life. In spite of
the mistakes, times when you feel you have let your child down, all can be redeemed by God, yielding room for growth
and betterment. Will I Ever be Good Enough? Healing the Daughters of Narcissistic Mothers Simon and Schuster A
resource for daughters of mothers with narcissistic personality disorder explains how to manage feelings of
inadequacy and abandonment in the face of inappropriate maternal expectations and conditional love, in a step-bystep guide that shares recommendations for creating a personalized program for self-protection and recovery. 50,000
ﬁrst printing. The Silent Female Scream Womens Bookshelf Pub Through case studies and discussion, the author exposes
that women's sense ofself-worth and entitlement to speak their needs, especially in relationships, is an area that
feminism has ignored to its peril. (Women's Issues) Forging a Strong Mother-Daughter Bond Beyond Manipulation and
Control New Growth Press Moms want to be close to their daughters. Daughters (for the most part) want a good
relationship with their moms. But when that relationship is strained by one person's attempt to control and
manipulate, closeness is replaced by hurt, disappointment, anger, and fear. Leslie Vernick shares two stories of moms
and daughters who learned how to move beyond the cycle of manipulation and control and give and share love
honestly and without fear. By revealing how Christ calls and empowers us to love, she oﬀers hope and practical help in
breaking these destructive patterns of relating. Every Mother Is a Daughter The Neverending Quest for Success, Inner
Peace, and a Really Clean Kitchen (Recipes and Knitting Patterns Included) Ballantine Books Mothers and daughters go
through so much–yet when was the last time a mother and daughter sat down collectively to write a book together
about it all? Perri Klass and her mother, Sheila Solomon Klass, both gifted professional writers, prove to be ideal
collaborators as they examine their decades of motherhood, daughterhood, and the wonderful, if sometimes fraught,
ways their lives have overlapped. Perri notes with amazement how closely her own life has mirrored her mother’s:
Both have full-time careers (Perri is a pediatrician; Sheila is recently retired from a long career as a college English
professor but goes on teaching); both have published books, articles, and stories; each has three children; they both
love to read, and to pass books back and forth. They also love to travel–in fact, they often take trips together (and live
to tell the tale). But in truth, the harder they look at their lives, the more Perri and Sheila acknowledge their profound
diﬀerences in circumstance and temperament. A child of the Depression, Sheila was raised in Brooklyn by Orthodox
Jewish parents who considered education an unnecessary luxury for girls. Starting with her college education, she has
fought for everything she’s ever accomplished. Perri, on the other hand, grew up privileged and rebellious in the New
Jersey suburbs of the 1960s and 1970s. For Sheila, fanatically frugal, wasting time or money is a crime, and luxury is
unthinkable while Perri enjoys the occasional small luxury, but has not been successful at enticing her mother into
even the tiniest self-indulgence. Each writing in her own unmistakable voice, Perri and Sheila take turns exploring the
joys and pains, the love and resentment, the petty irritations and abiding respect, that have always bound them
together. Sheila recounts the adventure of giving birth to Perri in a tiny town in Trinidad where her husband was doing
anthropological ﬁeldwork. Perri confesses that she can’t tame her domestic chaos even though she knows it drives her
mother crazy. Sheila rhapsodizes about the bliss of becoming a grandmother. Perri marvels at her mother’s fearless
navigation of the New York City subways. Together they compare thoughts on bringing up children and working,
confess long-hidden sorrows, relish precious memories–and even oﬀer family recipes and knitting patterns. Looking
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deep into the lives they have lived separately and together, Perri and Sheila tell their mother-daughter story with
honesty, humor, zest, and mutual admiration. A memoir in two voices, Every Mother Is a Daughter is a duet that
resonates with the experiences that all mothers and daughters will recognize. The Mother-Daughter Project How
Mothers and Daughters Can Band Together, Beat the Odds,and Thrive Through Ad olescence Penguin Few things are
more meaningful—or more complicated—than mother-daughter relationships. This helpful parenting guide helps moms
navigate their relationships with their daughters to create strong ties and a close, respectful connection that will last a
lifetime. SuEllen Hamkins, MD, and Renée Schultz, MA, originally created the Mother-Daughter Project with other
women in their community in the hopes of strengthening their bonds with their then seven-year-old girls. The group
met regularly to speak frankly about such issues as friendships and aggression, puberty, body image, drugs, and
sexuality. The results were amazing: conﬁdent, assertive teenage girls with strong self-images and close ties to their
moms. Equally important, the mothers navigated their own concerns about adolescence with integrity and grace. From
their dedication and eﬀorts arose The Mother-Daughter Project, an incredibly useful parenting handbook that details
the success of the Project’s groundbreaking model, providing mothers with a road map for staying close with their own
daughters through adolescence and beyond. Your Special Gift A Preteen Primer to the Facts of Life Celestial Press
Having “the talk” can sometimes be an awkward experience for both parent and child. Even so, I didn’t want to wait
until my children’s hormones kicked in, and I didn’t want to be caught oﬀ guard when they had questions, but most of
all, I didn’t want them growing up with misconceptions concerning sex. I wanted my children to be informed about the
facts of life, yet without being too sexually explicit in the process, because some of the facts weren’t good such as
pornography, diseases, and predators, but these subjects needed to be addressed as well. As a result, I told them what
I have written in Your Special Gift, by using the analogy of a gift, a lock, and a key to deﬁne commonly used sexual
terms, and to caution them about possible consequences, and to warn them of potential predators. I also used
Scripture as the basis of deﬁning true love. The simplicity of the gift analogy opens the door of communication
between parent and child in an eﬀective straightforward, and yet sensitive way, so that any question concerning sex
can be answered by using this method. Your Special Gift is well-suited for children in the 8-to-12 year-old range. Too
Long a Child The Mother-daughter Dyad Free Assn Books Discovering the Inner Mother A Guide to Healing the Mother
Wound and Claiming Your Personal Power HarperCollins Sure to become a classic on female empowerment, a
groundbreaking exploration of the personal, cultural, and global implications of intergenerational trauma created by
patriarchy, how it is passed down from mothers to daughters, and how we can break this destructive cycle. Why do
women keep themselves small and quiet? Why do they hold back professionally and personally? What fuels the
uncertainty and lack of conﬁdence so many women often feel? In this paradigm-shifting book, leading feminist thinker
Bethany Webster identiﬁes the source of women’s trauma. She calls it the Mother Wound—the systemic
disenfranchisement of women by the patriarchy—and reveals how this cycle is perpetuated by wounded mothers who
unconsciously pass on damaging beliefs and behaviors to their daughters. In her workshops, online courses, and talks,
Webster has helped countless women re-examine their lives and their relationships with their mothers, giving them
the vocabulary to voice their pain, and encouraging them to share their experiences. In this manifesto and self-help
guide, she oﬀers practical tools for identifying the manifestations of the Mother Wound in our daily life and strategies
we can use to heal ourselves and prevent our daughters from enduring the same pain. In addition, she oﬀers step-bystep advice on how to reconnect with our inner child, grieve the mother we didn’t have, stop people-pleasing, and,
ultimately, transform our heartache and anger into healing and self-love. Revealing how women are aﬀected by the
Mother Wound, even if they don’t personally identify as survivors, Discovering the Inner Mother revolutionizes how we
view mother-daughter relationships and gives us the inspiration and guidance we need to improve our lives and
ultimately create a more equitable society for all. Mildred's New Daughter Like mother, like daughter? How career
women inﬂuence their daughters' ambition Policy Press Women are encouraged to believe that they can occupy top jobs
in society by the example of other women thriving in their careers. Who better to be a role model for career success
than your mother? Paradoxically, this book shows that having a mother as a role model, even for graduates of top
universities, does not predict daughters progressing in their own careers. It ﬁnds that mothers with careers, whilst
highly inﬂuential in their daughters’ choice of career path, rarely mentor their daughters as they progress. This is
partly explained by ‘quiet ambition’ – the tendency of women to be modest about their achievements. Bigger issues
are the twin pressures from contemporary motherhood and workplace culture that ironically lead career women’s
daughters to believe that being a ‘good mother’ means working part-time. This stalls career progress. Based on a
large, cross-generational qualitative sample, this book oﬀers a timely and original perspective on the debate about
gender equality in leadership positions. Mother Daughter Bond Xlibris Corporation A story of a mother's unconditional
love for her daughter. The Gospel According to Mamma Annette Bridges The Gospel According to Mamma is a collection
of twenty-one extraordinary lessons the author learned from her charming and captivating mamma. These “mamma
teachings” are packed with sassy inspiration, practical insights and real-life anecdotes. Leaving Georgia with her
mamma late one September night when her daddy was en route to end their lives marked the beginning of a lifetime of
instruction. How to maintain faith in God and yourself, love the hell out of folks and be happy when there's no obvious
reason to be are just a few of the messages you'll ﬁnd in this book. PRAISE FOR THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MAMMA
“Annette’s ﬁrst book is a winner! She picked the perfect subject – her irrepressibly joyous mother, who has given her
daughter important and inspiring words of wisdom to cherish. If you yearn to help your daughter navigate life
experiences with assurance and spunk, give her The Gospel According to Mamma.” —Mary Jo Beebe, coauthor of Jesus’
Healings and New Testament Healings “If only there were more mothers like Annette Bridges’ mamma: always
encouraging, always believing the best of her children, a ‘steel magnolia’ whose motherly advice is based on the Bible
and common sense. Remembering events in her own past, Annette gives us 21 valuable life lessons based on the
wisdom of her indefatigable Southern mamma.”–Renee Corley, former editor at UPI’s religionandspirituality.com “Once
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you get to the end of reading about Mamma and her wonderful lessons, you will walk away a little wiser. Annette puts
life in perspective. She lives a fulﬁlling life, just as her Mamma taught her. Whether to ﬁnd your faith, believe in your
self or master the ability to see the good in others, Mamma lessons help you ﬁnd the positive. There is much to learn
from these strong and inspiring women.” —SingleMom.com “A look into the heart and soul of Annette Bridges. It could
be anyone’s story, but it couldn’t be told any better.” —Bob Belcher, Managing Editor, Corsicana Daily Sun “For anyone
who has ever had a mother (and you know who you are), synthesizing that experience can leave many of us
speechless. It is ‘good news’ that Annette Bridges is at no loss for words. She liberally shares her mom’s gospel in
deep drafts of down-to-earth good sense and faith, liberally laced with Southern humor.” —Susan J. Cobb, author of
Virgin Territory: How I Found My Inner Guadalupe “Irresistibly heartfelt. Perfect for all mothers and daughters, past,
present and future!” —Jennifer Bridges, author’s daughter and Ph.D. student “I have been hearing stories about Nellie,
Annette’s Mamma for the last 25 years. Annette makes you feel like you are sitting down with her in her ranch house
or on that beach she talks about going to while she shares her Mamma with you from her perspective, with the insights
she has gained over her lifetime. I hope you enjoy getting to know Nellie and Annette, 2 Georgia peaches transplanted
to Texas. I love the way Annette brings the Bible into her daily life and shares it with us so that we can feel the love of
God that is so present today in her life and illustrates how the Bible can show us how to go in ours. Way to go
Girlfriend… you ﬁnally did it! You wrote a book and it’s a winner! I can’t wait to share this with my family and friends!”
—Kathy Glover, friend to both Annette and her mamma The Mother / Daughter Plot Narrative, Psychoanalysis,
Feminism Indiana University Press Mothers and daughters -- the female ﬁgures neglected by classic psychoanalysis and
submerged in traditional narrative -- are at the center of this book. The novels of nineteenth- and twentieth-century
women writers from the Western European and North American traditions reveal that the story of motherhood remains
the unspeakable plot of Western culture. Focusing on the feminine and, more controversially, on the maternal, this
book alters our perception of both the familial structures basic to traditional narrative -- the Oedipus story -- and the
narrative structures basic to traditional representations of the family -- Freud's family romance. Confronting
psychoanalytic theories of subject-formation with narrative theories, Marianne Hirsch traces the emergence and
transformation of female family romance patterns from Jane Austen to Marguerite Duras. Conﬁdent Moms, Conﬁdent
Daughters Helping Your Daughter Live Free from Insecurity and Love How She Looks Revell Every mother wants her
daughter to love the skin she's in, to be free of insecurity and poor body image. But no matter how much we try to tell
our daughters that they are beautiful and lovable as they are, words are not enough. And if we're honest, we don't
always set the best example of being body conﬁdent. Until we truly see ourselves as good enough, our girls will
struggle. With deep compassion, Maria Furlough delves into the root causes of our insecurity, oﬀers biblical guidance
for seeing ourselves as God sees us, and shows how to model our newfound conﬁdence to our impressionable
daughters. Speaking as a daughter, a youth leader, and a mother, Furlough shares her own struggles and triumphs, as
well as expert advice from a pediatrician, a nutritionist, a Christian counselor, and more. What we say to our daughters
might last a moment. What we show our daughters lasts a lifetime. With God's help, we can put aside our obsession
with bodily perfection and refocus on becoming and raising godly women. The Heroines Club A Mother-Daughter
Empowerment Circle Oﬀering nourishing guidance and a creative approach for mothers and daughters, 7+, to learn
and grow together through the study of women's history. Each month focuses on a diﬀerent heroine-including Frida
Kahlo, Amelia Earhart, Anne Frank, Maya Angelou and Malala Yousafzai as strong role models to learn about, look up
to, and be inspired by. Conﬁdent Moms, Conﬁdent Daughters Helping Your Daughter Live Free from Insecurity and
Love How She Looks Revell Every mother wants her daughter to love the skin she's in, to be free of insecurity and poor
body image. But no matter how much we try to tell our daughters that they are beautiful and lovable as they are,
words are not enough. And if we're honest, we don't always set the best example of being body conﬁdent. Until we
truly see ourselves as good enough, our girls will struggle. With deep compassion, Maria Furlough delves into the root
causes of our insecurity, oﬀers biblical guidance for seeing ourselves as God sees us, and shows how to model our
newfound conﬁdence to our impressionable daughters. Speaking as a daughter, a youth leader, and a mother,
Furlough shares her own struggles and triumphs, as well as expert advice from a pediatrician, a nutritionist, a
Christian counselor, and more. What we say to our daughters might last a moment. What we show our daughters lasts
a lifetime. With God's help, we can put aside our obsession with bodily perfection and refocus on becoming and raising
godly women. Mother Daughter Wisdom Hay House, Inc With such groundbreaking bestsellers as Women’s Bodies,
Women’s Wisdomand The Wisdom of Menopause, Dr. Christiane Northrup is one of today’s most trusted and visionary
medical experts. Now she presents her most profound and revolutionary approach to women’s health. . . .The motherdaughter relationship sets the stage for our state of health and well-being for our entire lives. Because our mothers
are our ﬁrst and most powerful female role models, our most deeply ingrained beliefs about ourselves as women come
from them. And our behavior in relationships—with food, with our children, with our mates, and with ourselves—is a
reﬂection of those beliefs. Once we understand our mother-daughter bonds, we can rebuild our own health, whatever
our age, and create a lasting positive legacy for the next generation. Mother-Daughter Wisdomintroduces an entirely
new map of female development, exploring the "ﬁve facets of feminine power," which range from the basics of physical
self-care to the discovery of passion and purpose in life. This blueprint allows any woman—whether ornot she has
children—–to repair the gaps in her own upbringing and create a better adult relationship with her mother. If she has
her own daughter, it will help her be the mother she has always wanted to be. Written with warmth, enthusiasm, and
rare intelligence, Mother-Daughter Wisdom is an indispensable book destined to change lives and become essential
reading for all women. Mother-daughter Wisdom Understanding the Crucial Link Between Mothers, Daughters, and
Health Bantam Provides a new approach to women's health that draws on the unique bonds between mother and
daughter to ensure a healthy future. The Complete Mother-Daughter Book Club Collection The Mother-Daughter Book
Club; Much Ado About Anne; Dear Pen Pal; Pies & Prejudice; Home for the Holidays; Wish You Were Eyre Simon and
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Schuster A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader. A Feminist Glossary of Human
Geography Routledge A Feminist Glossary of Human Geography is the ﬁrst guide to the main theories, concepts and
terms commonly used in geographical debates about gender relations. Written by key contributors to feminist theory,
it contains over 400 lively and accessible deﬁnitions of the terms found in feminist debates which students of
geography need to know. Four levels of entry are used - from 50 to 1500 words - taking account of the varying degrees
of complexity of the terms covered. From 'AIDS' to 'witch', from 'abortion' to 'whiteness', this 'Glossary' is crossreferenced throughout and includes a comprehensive bibliography. It is an invaluable reference for anyone studying
geography and gender, enabling them to approach the terminology of feminist theory and ideas with conﬁdence.
Walking Together A Mother and Daughter's Journey Through Aging and Alzheimer's White Poppy Press
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